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This book comprises of 115 top consulting scenarios which you should know when you start to work in any procurement
module but specifically in SRM Module in SAP.I have added these easy to understand in the one-page format which
makes it easy to refer back, Keep as a side note and should be a guide for you to help you in handling most of the
scenarios in SRM As per what happens in any consulting environment the issues you actually get from your client may
not be included in here but after you have read through this guide, it would give you a very good base in the terms of
helping you to experiment and try things out in the system directly to come closer to a resolution. These are prepared
based on my notes from hundreds of meetings, being part of multiple projects, brainstorming with my colleagues and
lastly to be able to provide ongoing support to my clients to manage their procurement landscape. Please note that this
book focuses on building basic concepts for both Technical as well as functional people, so I recommended you go
through all the pages to have a good understanding of the SRM system. If you have basic ABAP knowledge, it would be
easier if not, it can be a good learning which can also be applied to other SAP modules. Although this book is geared
more towards SRM as a product having worked in other modules as well, I also include some general SAP concepts
which help you to apply the same knowledge in multiple other modules like MM, PM, HR and other areas. SRM has a
tight integration with all the above modules, and hence it is important to have a good understanding, so you can work
effectively in a collaborative environment with other team members by knowing how the other module work rather than
just passing the buck. Below are the details of what the book contains - Understand the basics and best practices of
procurement - Understand basics of SAP system in general for troubleshooting and support - Added scenarios from real
time case studies and client specific issues - Each section is concluded with additional blog and reference links which
help to understand the problem in detail - Includes ABAP technical and Functional details - Includes consulting scenarios
- Includes Audit specific information - Include any relevant notes and other material - Includes some of my previously
written blogs - Some code snippets which you can reuse if you implement the same scenarios In the last 2 chapters, I
also try to talk about the next step for SRM and how you can transition to Ariba or other S/4 Modules in the cloud. There
is also a detailed blog which I posted on SDN to help you prepare for Ariba certification.
Preparing for your SAP S/4HANA business process integration exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide
to C_TS410! From financial accounting to warehouse management, this guide will review the key technical and functional
knowledge you need to exceed the cut score. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice
questions and answers. Your path to C_TS410 certification begins here! In this book, you'll learn about: a. The Test Get
ready for test day! This guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so align your study of SAP S/4HANA business
process integration with the test objectives and walk through the topics covered in C_TS410_2020. b. Core Content
Review major subject areas like financial accounting, source-to-pay processing, and human experience management.
Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each chapter, solidify
your knowledge with questions and answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. Highlights Include: 1)
Exams C_TS410_2020 2) Financial and management accounting 3) Source-to-pay processing 4) Lead-to-cash
processing 5) Design-to-operate processing 6) Procurement 7) Supply chain 8) Production planning 9) Enterprise asset
management 10) Warehouse management 11) Project systems 12) Human experience management
Originally published under the title: SAP Ariba and SAP Fieldglass
• Discover how SAP Logistics benefits an organization• Improve your supply chain and transportation processes•
Complete guide to SAP‘s logistics solutions with SAP ERP and SAP SCM• 2nd edition, updated and expandedFrom
goods issue and goods receipt, to procurement, to inventory and warehousing, the pace of logistics is picking up. Keep
yours moving with this reader-friendly guide to SAP ERP and SAP SCM. Learn how each component works, the
advantages it offers, and how this fully integrated solution addresses the challenges facing today's companies. Improve
logistics efficiency in key areas, such as product planning, plant maintenance, and sales and distribution.Logistics
ProcessesWalk through the key logistics processes enabled by SAP ERP and SAP SCM: procurement and logistics
execution, product development and manufacturing, and sales and service components.Practical ApplicationApply tips
and techniques gleaned from detailed case studies to your own logistics processes. New TechnologiesKeep up with
changes in available logistics functionality with coverage on SAP HANA, Ariba, and the Logistics Rapid Deployment
Solution.Clear and ConciseLearn about the SAP Logistics solutions without the technical jargon.Updated and
ExpandedThis second edition unites SAP ERP and SAP SCM logistics coverage. New topics include SAP APO, SAP
PLM, and SAP EWM.
This is the book you need to master reverse logistics. You ll learn how to configure and use SAP ERP to optimize reverse
logistics practices, particularly returns, repairs, and refurbishment. And with the step-by-step instructions, real-world
examples, and tips provided throughout, you ll find many ways to streamline your processes and make your business
perform more efficiently. This is the book that will ensure you re getting the most out of the reverse logistics tools in SAP
ERP. Basic Principles of Reverse Logistics Explore what reverse logistics is and how it can help you develop a more
efficient and cost-effective business. Reverse Logistics Functionalities Get a thorough understanding of the various
reverse logistics processes, and learn how they are executed within SAP ERP. SAP ERP Configuration Learn how to
customize SAP ERP for reverse logistics to work for your needs. Finance in Reverse Logistics Learn how to recapture
value for reverse logistics with accounting and valuation in SAP. Real-World Examples and Tips Use the insider tips
provided throughout to find solutions to your own reverse logistics issues.
Transform your logistics operations with SAP S/4HANA! With this introduction, see what SAP has in store for each supply
chain line of business: sales order management, manufacturing, inventory management, warehousing, and more.
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Discover how SAP Fiori apps and embedded analytics improve reporting, and explore the intersection between your
supply chain processes and new SAP Leonardo technologies. Take your first look at SAP S/4HANA logistics, and see
where it will take your business! a. Key Processes Advances in SAP S/4HANA are changing your supply chain. Explore
planning and scheduling, transportation management, inventory management, manufacturing, warehousing, sourcing
and procurement, plant maintenance, and more! b. The Future of Logistics Uncover what's new and improved in SAP
S/4HANA for your logistics LOBs, such as centralized procurement to demand-driven MRP. See how technologies like
IoT and machine learning can accelerate your core supply chain processes. c. Migration Once you see the logistics big
picture, you can plan your next steps. Learn how to design your roadmap, evaluate your technical and functional
conversion steps, and prepare your system for your desired migration path. 1) Sourcing and procurement 2) Inventory
management 3) Warehouse management 4) Production planning 5) Manufacturing operations 6) Plant maintenance 7)
Quality management 8) SAP Fiori applications 9) SAP Leonardo technologies 10) Implementation and migration 11) SAP
S/4HANA 1809
Revised edition of the authors' SAP SuccessFactors employee central, [2016]
Materials management has transitioned to SAP S/4HANA--let us help you do the same! Whether your focus is on
materials planning, procurement, or inventory, this guide will teach you to configure and manage your critical processes
in SAP S/4HANA. Start by creating your organizational structure and defining business partners and material master
data. Then get step-by-step instructions for defining the processes you need, from creating purchase orders and
receiving goods to running MRP and using batch management. The new MM is here! Material master data Business
partner master data Batch management Purchasing Quotation management Material requirements planning (MRP)
Inventory management Goods issue/goods receipt (GI/GR) Invoicing Valuation Document management Reporting
Take an in-depth look at how basic financial accounting processes work in SAP S/4HANA in this practical guide. Learn
about the SAP Fiori launchpad and how to find your way around the many apps available for finance with the help of
screenshots and examples. Understand the finance organizational structure and master data and discover some of the
SAP Best Practices for finance such as accounts payable and receivable, credit management, asset accounting, cash
and bank management, and closings. Explore different ways to enter and upload G/L journal entries and what is meant
by the Universal Journal. Run through the bank postings and different options for the bank statements. Go deeper into
the structure of asset accounting, including the chart of depreciation, depreciation areas, asset classes, and depreciation
methods. Learn about multidimensional reporting, KPIs, and the various analytical apps supplied with SAP S/4HANA.
- Financial accounting processes in SAP S/4HANA - Finance organizational structure, key financial master data - Daily
transactions using SAP Fiori apps - SAP Fiori apps for displaying and reporting financial data
Preparing for the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or 1610 exam? Make the grade with this certification study guide. Explore
test methodology, key concepts for each topic area, and practice questions and answers to solidify your knowledge.
From the SAP General Ledger to financial close, this guide will review the key technical and functional knowledge you
need to pass with flying colors. Your path to SAP S/4HANA Finance certification begins here! a. Test Structure Prepare
with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the 1511 and 1610 exams, like asset accounting and financial
closing to cross topics like G/L indicators, document parking, and posting validations and substitutions. b. Core Content
Review major subject areas like the general ledger accounting, accounts payable and accounts receivable, asset
accounting, and financial close c. Q&A After reviewing chapters, test your skills with in-depth questions and answers for
each section and improve your test-taking skills.
How is it possible to sell a kitchen at 30 per cent below market price? Why are hot dogs cheaper in IKEA than in the
supermarket? How can IKEA sell the Lack table at half the price it was when it was launched 35 years ago and how can
it be achieved with a substantial profit? Strategic Sourcing and Category Management examines how IKEA - and other
cost leading companies - use category management to create advantages with direct and indirect sourcing. With 25
years' experience from IKEA, where he had the responsibility to develop and execute the company's purchasing strategy,
author Magnus Carlsson shares his insights on important topics: when category management is profitable and why; how
teams repeatedly create value and results; what the main approaches are in different categories; how a company
implements category management; the difference between success and failure. In this new edition of Strategic Sourcing
and Category Management, Magnus Carlsson has added new themes including examples and references from
companies such as Maersk, Carlsberg, P&G and Aldi, illustrating the application of cost leadership that spans far beyond
IKEA. Even in IKEA, the cost leadership lessons are not limited to home furnishings as the company is sourcing
categories such as food, components, materials, transports and indirect materials, with a total purchasing spend of
approx. €7 billion. However, maybe even more importantly, the book illustrates how teams create value by thinking
differently and asking the right questions, allowing an understanding that goes beyond mere tools and processes.
Pop the hood on SAP S/4HANA with this guide to its technical and application architecture! Understand the new data and
programming models that underpin SAP S/4HANA and see how they differ from SAP ERP. Learn about technology
components, like embedded analytics and integration. Then walk through the architecture of individual application areas
like finance and logistics to see how they work and interact. Considering SAP S/4HANA Cloud? Explore scoping,
compliance, performance, and more. Get the complete blueprint to SAP S/4HANA! a. Technical Architecture Build your
understanding of SAP S/4HANA's technical foundation. Explore capabilities like analytics, interfaces, enterprise search,
and the SAP Fiori user experience. See how the virtual data model and the ABAP RESTful programming model work. b.
Application Architecture Learn about SAP S/4HANA's master data types. Then step through each application area to
explore its key architecture components: sales and service operations, procurement, project management,
manufacturing, transportation management, extended warehouse management, and finance. c. SAP S/4HANA Cloud
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Discover the architecture of SAP S/4HANA Cloud, whether it's identity and access management, security and
compliance, or side-by-side extensions. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud manages tasks and explore the fundamentals
of configuration. 1) SAP S/4HANA 2) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 3) Master data 4) Sales and service 5) Logistics and
manufacturing 6) Transportation management 7) Extended warehouse management 8) Finance 9) Identity and access
management 10) Security and compliance 11) Cloud operations 12) Side-by-side extensions
Implement critical business processes with mySAP Business Suite to integrate key functions that add value to every facet
of your organization Key Features Learn master data concepts and UI technologies in SAP systems Explore key
functions of different sales processes, order fulfillment options, transportation planning, logistics execution processes,
and customer invoicing Configure the Order to Cash process in SAP systems and apply it to your business needs Book
Description Using different SAP systems in an integrated way to gain maximum benefits while running your business is
made possible by this book, which covers how to effectively implement SAP Order to Cash Process with SAP Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (APO), SAP Transportation Management
System (TMS), SAP Logistics Execution System (LES), and SAP Enterprise Central Component (ECC). You'll
understand the integration of different systems and how to optimize the complete Order to Cash Process with mySAP
Business Suite. With the help of this book, you'll learn to implement mySAP Business Suite and understand the
shortcomings in your existing SAP ECC environment. As you advance through the chapters, you'll get to grips with
master data attributes in different SAP environments and then shift focus to the Order to Cash cycle, including order
management in SAP CRM, order fulfillment in SAP APO, transportation planning in SAP TMS, logistics execution in SAP
LES, and billing in SAP ECC. By the end of this SAP book, you'll have gained a thorough understanding of how different
SAP systems work together with the Order to Cash process. What you will learn Discover master data in different SAP
environments Find out how different sales processes, such as quotations, contracts, and order management, work in
SAP CRM Become well-versed with the steps involved in order fulfillment, such as basic and advanced ATP checks in
SAP APO Get up and running with transportation requirement and planning and freight settlement with SAP TMS Explore
warehouse management with SAP LES to ensure high transparency and predictability of processes Understand how to
process customer invoicing with SAP ECC Who this book is for This book is for SAP consultants, SME managers,
solution architects, and key users of SAP with knowledge of end-to-end business processes. Customers operating SAP
CRM, SAP TMS, and SAP APO as part of daily operations will also benefit from this book by understanding the key
capabilities and integration touchpoints. Working knowledge of SAP ECC, SAP CRM, SAP APO, SAP TMS, and SAP
LES is necessary to get started with this book.
Have you ever wondered where your processes stand against industryleaders or how you can take your services and
organizationalprocedures to state of the art levels? Are you frustratedbecause you don't think you have the finanical or
human resourcesneeded to employ 'best' practices? This handy resource providesdocumented strategies and tactics for
accounts payable used byseveral highly admired companies. You'll gain practicalknowledge you can turn into "Best" (or
Almost Best) Practices aswell as examples of practices to avoid. Order your copy today!
This comprehensive guide reveals the key elements of successful B2B integration and collaborative e-commerce, by highlighting
business needs, technologies, and development strategies. It equips companies with practical guidelines for quickly implementing
an effective B2Bi strategy, and prepares them for the next wave of B2B integration and collaborative e-commerce. It clarifies the
intricate dependencies among all the components of B2Bi, including integration patterns, enterprise application integration (EAI),
business process management (BPM), Internet security, XML, Web services, middleware technologies, and integration brokers.
Included are future technologies that will have a significant impact on B2Bi architectures, such as intelligent software agents,
wireless technologies, and peer-to-peer computing. This reference provides a suitable framework for the design, development, and
implementation of B2B integration, along with several case studies. Editors: Dr Marcus Healey — Strategy Consultant for InfoFirst
Inc., USA Dr Shyam Samtani (Language Editor) — Professor of English, P G Department of English, Indore Christian College, India
Contributors: Kenneth Tamburello — Senior Consultant Specialist at Bluesphere (an EDS company), USA Deepak Bajaj — Course
Coordinator of Project Management, University of Technology Sydney (UTS), Australia Dimple Sadhwani — Senior Software
Engineer, Island ECN, USA Pawan Samtani — Country Operations Manager, Oracle Corporation, India Contents: The Big
Picture:IntroductionComponents, Benefits, Challenges and Applications of B2B IntegrationEstablished Integration
Components:Integration PatternsEnterprise Application Integration (EAI)Business Process Management (BPM)Extensible Markup
Language (XML)XML Standards for E-BusinessMiddleware TechnologiesIntegration BrokersInternet SecurityEvolving Integration
Components:Web ServicesWireless TechnologiesSoftware AgentsB2Bi-Enabled Applications:Supply Chain Management (SCM)EMarketplaces and Collaborative NetworksConclusion:B2B to P2P Evolution Readership: MBA students, business executives, IT
managers and programmers, and CIOs.
Bring your cloud and on-premise applications together with SAP Cloud Platform Integration! Learn how to integrate processes and
data in your system, step-by-step, by developing and configuring integration flows in the Cloud Foundry and Neo environments.
Explore prepackaged integration content in the integration content catalog, debug and secure integration projects, enable B2B
integration, develop custom adapters, and more. With this guide, master SAP Cloud Platform Integration! a. Fundamentals Find
out how SAP Cloud Platform Integration fits into SAP's cloud strategy. Whether you're in the Cloud Foundry or Neo environment,
explore its architecture and tools, and learn how to run your first integration flow. b. Integration Development Using prepackaged
integration content? Developing custom integrations? Either way, this guide has you covered with step-by-step instructions and
screenshots. Master the SAP Cloud Platform Integration runtime, including processes like debugging and error handling. c.
Updated and Expanded Revised to include new SAP Cloud Platform Integration features including open connectors, ELSTER
integration, AMQP and JMS adapters, integration flow processing simulation, and how to use the service on both Cloud Foundry
and Neo. 1) Integration flows 2) Integration content catalog 3) Modeling synchronous and asynchronous scenarios 4) Debugging
5) Security 6) B2B integration 7) Root cause analysis 8) Web UI 9) Message mappings 10) SAP API Management
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Revised edition of the authors' Procurement with SAP MM, 2014.
What will your financial transformation look like? This introduction to SAP S/4HANA Finance shows you next-generation finance in
the new suite: financial accounting, management accounting, risk management, financial planning, and more. Consider how each
process works in SAP S/4HANA, and explore the SAP Fiori apps that help you meet today's business user and reporting
requirements. From previewing project planning to navigating deployment options, take your first steps toward financial
transformation! a. The Basics Explore financial transformation with SAP's new platform. Discover the system, the database, the UI,
and more--all from a business perspective. Then, understand how an SAP S/4HANA Finance implementation would impact your
organization. b. Core Processes Financial transformation affects every process. See what SAP S/4HANA does for management
accounting, treasury and risk management, financial close, consolidation, reporting, and more. c. From Planning to Go-Live Get a
head start on project preparation! See how SAP S/4HANA Finance fits into your IT landscape, and explore your deployment
options: on-premise, hybrid, or cloud. Highlights Include: 1) Universal Journal 2) SAP HANA 3) Management accounting 4)
Financial close and consolidation 5) Reporting and analytics 6) Treasury and Risk Management 7) SAP Fiori applications 8)
Deployment and adoption 9) Financial transformation 10) SAP S/4HANA
Whether you're upgrading an existing billing system or moving to a subscription- or consumption-based model, SAP BRIM is
ready--and here's is your guide! From subscription order management and charging to invoicing and contract accounting, get stepby-step instructions for each piece of the billing puzzle. For setup, execution, or analytics, follow a continuous case study through
each billing process. With this book, join the future of billing! a. End-to-End Billing Learn the what and the why of SAP BRIM, and
then master the how! Charging, invoicing, contract accounts receivable and payable, and subscription order management--see
how to streamline billing with the SAP BRIM solutions. b. Configuration and Functionality Set up and use SAP BRIM tools:
Subscription Order Management, SAP Convergent Charging, SAP Convergent Invoicing, FI-CA, and more. Implement them
individually or as part of an integrated landscape. c. SAP BRIM in Action Meet Martex Corp., a fictional telecommunications case
study and your guide through the SAP BRIM suite. Follow its path to subscription-based billing and learn from billing industry best
practices! 1) SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management 2) Subscription order management 3) SAP Convergent Charging
4) SAP Convergent Invoicing 5) Contracts accounting (FI-CA) 6) SAP Convergent Mediation 7) Reporting and analytics 8)
Implementation 9) Project management
New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP
S/4HANA Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting with embedded analytics and KPIs. Learn how SAP
S/4HANA Cloud impacts your users and how it can be extended, integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on
the latest intelligent technologies to experience the complete solution scope. Discover what SAP S/4HANA Cloud means for your
business! Highlights include: 1) User experience 2) Analytics 3) Business processes 4) Extensibility 5) Integration 6) Adoption 7)
Lifecycle management 8) Intelligent enterprise 9) Intelligent technologies
Thoroughly updated and expanded! Includes new coverage on HANA, the cloud, and using SAP’s applications! In just 24
sessions of one hour or less, you’ll get up and running with the latest SAP technologies, applications, and solutions. Using a
straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson strengthens your understanding of SAP from both a business and technical
perspective, helping you gain practical mastery from the ground up on topics such as security, governance, validations, release
management, SLA, and legal issues. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common questions, issues,
and tasks. Quizzes and exercises help you build and test your knowledge. Notes present interesting pieces of information. Tips
offer advice or teach an easier way to do something. Cautions advise you about potential problems and help you steer clear of
disaster. Learn how to… Understand SAP terminology, concepts, and solutions Install SAP on premises or in the cloud Master
SAP’s revamped user interface Discover how and when to use in-memory HANA databases Integrate SAP Software as a Service
(SaaS) solutions such as Ariba, Successfactors, Fieldglass, and hybris Find resources at SAP’s Service Marketplace, Developer
Network, and Help Portal Avoid pitfalls in SAP project implementation, migration, and upgrades Discover how SAP fits with mobile
devices, social media, big data, and the Internet of Things Start or accelerate your career working with SAP technologies

Preparing for your sourcing and procurement exam? Make the grade with this SAP S/4HANA Sourcing and Procurement
Application Associate Exam certification study guide! From stock material to purchasing, review the key technical and
functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic area,
and practice questions and answers. Your path to SAP S/4HANA Sourcing and Procurement certification begins here! 1)
Learn about the SAP S/4HANA certification test structure and how to prepare 2) Review the key topics covered in each
portion of your exam 3) Test your knowledge with practice questions and answers 4) Exams C_TS450_1809 and
C_TS452_190 In this book, you'll learn about: a. The Test Whether this is your first certification or your third, you need to
know what's going to be tested. This guide follows the exact structure of the exam, so deepen your knowledge on
sourcing and procurement with SAP S/4HANA and walk through topics new to C_TS450_1809 and C_TS452_1909. b.
Core Content Review major subject areas like purchasing optimization, planning, inventory management, and
configuration. Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A After reviewing each
chapter, solidify your knowledge with questions and answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. 1)
Exams C_TS450_1809 and C_TS452_1909 on SAP S/4HANA 2) Procurement 3) Stock material 4) Direct consumption
5) Sources of supply 6) Procurement optimization 7) Consumption-based planning 8) Inventory management 9) Valuation
and account determination 10) Invoice verification 11) Special functions
This is your comprehensive guide to SAP Ariba: implementation, configuration, operations, and integration! Get step-bystep instructions for each functional area, from contract and invoice management to guided buying and beyond. See how
each SAP Ariba application fits into your procurement landscape and how they connect to SAP S/4HANA and SAP ERP.
Get your cloud procurement project started today! a. Configuration See how SAP Ariba interacts with the procurement
landscape and then set it up! From loading master data to configuring purchasing policies and approvals, this step-bystep guide has you covered. b. Functionality After go-live, learn how to use each piece of SAP Ariba! Follow detailed
instructions and screenshots to master your core SAP Ariba tasks like creating invoices and analyzing your spending. c.
Integration Understand how SAP Ariba connects to peripheral solutions, and start your integration project today! Dig into
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integrating Ariba Network, SAP Ariba Sourcing, SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration for Buyers, and SAP Fieldglass.
1) Implementation 2) Configuration 3) Integration 4) Ariba Network 5) SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration for Buyers
6) SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and Performance 7) SAP Ariba Supplier Risk 8) SAP Ariba Sourcing 9) SAP Ariba
Contracts 10) SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing 11) SAP Ariba Spend Analysis 12) Guided buying
Studying for the SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting exam? Get the tools you need to succeed with this CO
certification study guide for exams C_TS4CO_1709 and C_TS4CO_1809. Understand the test structure and what to
expect; then walk through each topic area, from product cost planning to profit center accounting and beyond. Quiz
yourself with practice questions and answers, and ensure you're ready to make the grade In this book, you'll learn about:
a. Test Structure Prepare with up-to-date information on each topic covered in the 1709 and 1809 exams: master data,
business transactions, period-end close, and more. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like cost center
accounting, internal orders, profitability analysis, and more. For each topic, round out your knowledge with important
terminology and key takeaways. c. Q&A Test your knowledge with in-depth practice questions and answers for each
major topic, and gain insight into how questions may be worded on test day. Highlights include: 1) C_TS4CO_1709 exam
2) C_TS4CO_1809 exam 3) Organizational assignments 4) Process integration 5) Cost center accounting 6) Internal
orders 7) Product cost planning 8) Cost object controlling 9) Profitability analysis 10) Profit center accounting
Learn SAP Ariba and Supply Chain Purchasing Fast and Easy! This eBooks is perfect for those starting out in Supply
Chain Management and SAP Ariba Procurement Solutions. The goal of this eBook is helping those with little or no
experience in SAP Ariba or Supply Chain grasps the basic concepts easily. There's no deep technical jargon or heavy IT
experience required. This easy to understand guide covers the following topics: - Purchasing Process- SAP Ariba
Supplier Collaboration- Receiving- Invoicing - Demand Aggregation- Spot Buys- SAP Ariba Catalogs- Contracts and
more!Visit the Learning Center at www.vonlynx.co
"See how SAP S/4HANA will change your BI processes! Explore the embedded analytics architecture and data model to
learn how to perform analytics on live transactional data. Business user? Walk step-by-step through SAP Smart Business
KPIs and multidimensional reporting. Analytics specialist? Master the virtual data model and creating KPIs. Jack of all
trades? Create CDS views, apply custom fields and logic, or see what's coming up with machine learning. This is your
complete guide to SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics!"-What external functions do you want other organizations (external to ours) to access? Why would a host need an
integrated procurement, performance and risk management platform? If your organization pays foreign officials in order
to obtain a reduction in customs duties or taxes is there an FCPA violation? How do I manage an invoice on hold? What
will make your process mining initiative successful? This powerful SAP Ariba self-assessment will make you the accepted
SAP Ariba domain specialist by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready for any SAP Ariba challenge.
How do I reduce the effort in the SAP Ariba work to be done to get problems solved? How can I ensure that plans of
action include every SAP Ariba task and that every SAP Ariba outcome is in place? How will I save time investigating
strategic and tactical options and ensuring SAP Ariba costs are low? How can I deliver tailored SAP Ariba advice
instantly with structured going-forward plans? There's no better guide through these mind-expanding questions than
acclaimed best-selling author Gerard Blokdyk. Blokdyk ensures all SAP Ariba essentials are covered, from every angle:
the SAP Ariba self-assessment shows succinctly and clearly that what needs to be clarified to organize the required
activities and processes so that SAP Ariba outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and
current successful projects and activities by experienced SAP Ariba practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the easy
elegance of the self-assessment, provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the outcome of any efforts
in SAP Ariba are maximized with professional results. Your purchase includes access details to the SAP Ariba selfassessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects-ready tool and shows you exactly
what to do next. Your exclusive instant access details can be found in your book. You will receive the following contents
with New and Updated specific criteria: - The latest quick edition of the book in PDF - The latest complete edition of the
book in PDF, which criteria correspond to the criteria in... - The Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard - Example pre-filled
Self-Assessment Excel Dashboard to get familiar with results generation - In-depth and specific SAP Ariba Checklists Project management checklists and templates to assist with implementation INCLUDES LIFETIME SELF ASSESSMENT
UPDATES Every self assessment comes with Lifetime Updates and Lifetime Free Updated Books. Lifetime Updates is
an industry-first feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates, ensuring you always have the most
accurate information at your fingertips.
Your lack of focus on Procurement is limiting your profits. Multiply them by making Procurement a company-wide priority.
Profit from Procurement: Add 30% to Your Bottom Line by Breaking Down Silos delivers an insightful, compelling, and
fresh take on a subject that typically comprises 50% of a business's total costs: Procurement. Alex Klein, Simon Whatson
and Jose Oliveira, leaders at the world's largest dedicated Procurement consultancy, highlight the limitations of the
traditional, functionally siloed approach to Procurement, and demonstrate how significant EBITDA gains can be made by
lifting Procurement out of the back office and enabling it to fundamentally reset a company's cost base. Its accessible,
frank, and refreshing style, combined with practical, actionable advice, based on the authors' extensive real-life
experience, make it a must read for any executive looking to make an impact through Procurement. The book offers
readers a practical and concrete roadmap to optimizing, integrating, and deploying a company’s Procurement
capabilities, creating a less siloed, more impactful function. Readers will learn how to: Plan their company's Procurement
transformation Reskill teams for the coming change Reposition the Procurement function to become the driver of crossfunctional change Integrate new topics such as digitalization and sustainability into their Procurement roadmaps Ensure
that Procurement efficiencies are fully reflected in bottom-line profits Perfect for C-Suite executives and Procurement
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professionals at companies of all sizes, Profit from Procurement belongs on the bookshelves of every employee and
leader tasked with company operations and profit strategy.
"A fascinating litany of the mistakes that can happen when buyers get it wrong" - Luke Johnson, The Sunday Times
"Packed full with amazing examples' Jeremy Vine, BBC Radio 2 "Colossal, costly disasters could be averted if those
holding the purse strings read this book. - The Times In this hilarious, fascinating and insightful expose, industry insider
Peter Smith reveals the massive blunders and dodgy dealings taking place around the world as private companies and
public sector bodies buy goods and services. A recent report showed that over 90% of procurement projects fail. So, why
are so many billions wasted on ineptitude, mismanagement and, in some cases, fraud? By turns an entertaining account
of some of the worst procurement scams in history and also a resounding lesson in how not to operate, Bad Buying
offers clear and practical advice on how to avoid embarrassing mistakes, minimise needless waste and make sound,
strategic procurement decisions on your next initiative. 'Had this been published pre-Covid, some of the recent f*ck-ups
and waste might have been avoided. It's a must read for the public and private sector alike' Lt-Gen. Sir Andrew Gregory,
SSAFA: The Armed Forces Charity 'Hilarious, enlightening and brilliant....This book will make you think twice about
buying anything - but do buy this' Antonio Weiss, bestselling author of 101 Business Ideas That Will Change the Way you
Work, and Director, The PSC
Well-kept records are the key to success--so learn how to maintain yours with Document Management System! Get stepby-step instructions for implementing and configuring DMS in SAP S/4HANA, from using SAP Activate to defining master
data. Set up document information records and then see how to structure, distribute, and report on them. Whether you
need a system that supports digital signatures, engineering change management, or specialized workflows, this guide
has you covered! Highlights incude: 1) Master data 2) Classification 3) Document information record (DIR) 4) Structuring
and distribution 5) Digital signatures 6) Engineering change management 7) Authorizations 8) Workflows 9) SAP
Document Center 10) SAP 3D Visual Enterprise Generator 11) SAP Activate
SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate! Understand the
road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start by setting up a working system,
then walk through guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or
hybrid. Take advantage of SAP Activate's agile methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and
successful go-live! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP Activate. Learn about key
concepts like fit-to-standard and fit/gap analysis, understand the methodology, and walk through the key phases of
project management. b. Tools and Technologies Open up your SAP Activate toolkit. See how to access SAP Activate
content with SAP Best Practices Explorer, SAP Solution Manager, and more. Then, use SAP Best Practices and SAP
Model Company to set up a working system for your workshops. c. Deployment Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step by step.
Follow detailed instructions to plan, prepare for, and execute your on-premise or cloud deployment activities according to
SAP Activate. Walk through key scenarios for a hybrid implementation of SAP S/4HANA in your landscape. Highlights
Include: 1) Deployment 2) Guided configuration 3) Agile project delivery 4) SAP Best Practices 5) SAP Model Company
6) Organizational change management 7) SAP S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid landscapes 10)
C_ACTIVATE05 certification
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